We prove that deciding whether the Runner can win this turn (mate-in-1) in the Netrunner card game generalized to allow decks to contain an arbitrary number of copies of a card is weakly NP-hard. We also prove that deciding whether the Corp can win within two turns (mate-in-2) in this generalized Netrunner is weakly NP-hard.
Introduction
Netrunner is a Gibsonian-cyberpunk-themed asymmetric collectible card game for two players, the Runner and the Corporation. Both sides can play cards that either provide a one-shot effect or stay in play to provide an ongoing effect or available resource. The Corporation attempts to advance agendas stored in servers protected by ice (Intrusion Countermeasures Electronics), while the Runner makes runs on those servers to steal the agendas. There are two versions of the game: the original 1996 version 1 and a 2012 reboot named Android: Netrunner 2 . The rules of the games are broadly similar and many cards from the original game have been reprinted in the new game (sometimes under new names or with different costs). We study Android: Netrunner in this paper, proving that the mate-in-1 problem for the Runner (deciding whether the Runner can win this turn) and the mate-in-2 problem for the Corp are weakly NP-hard when the deckbuilding rules are relaxed to remove the limit of three copies of a card per deck. 1 For most two-player games, deciding which player will win from a given board state (generalized to arbitrary board sizes) under optimal play is PSPACE-or EXPTIMEcomplete, depending on whether the game prohibits or allows loops. (Appendix A of [5] lists some examples, among many results on games and puzzles.) For only a few games is the mate-in-1 problem (deciding if the current player can win with the next move) interesting to study, because most games have only polynomially many legal moves from each position and whether the player won with a move is easy to verify. We are aware of two nontrivial mate-in-1 results: Conway's Phutball is an example of a game for which mate-in-1 is NP-complete [2] , while mate-in-1 for Checkers is in P [3] (but not obviously so).
Four-player Magic: the Gathering in which all players always take "may" actions when possible is Turing-complete [1] . The game ends if and only if the simulated Turing machine halts, but the previous player wins, so this proof is a lose-in-1 result, albeit with a turn of possibly unbounded length.
Netrunner
Netrunner restricts both players to use no more than three copies of each card and does not provide for any card substitutes (like Magic's tokens) to be created during play. While there are cards that can accumulate counters during play, with only a finite number of cards available it does not seem possible to create arbitrarily large problem instances. Thus we relax the deckbuilding constraints to allow any number of copies of a card to be in a deck. We call the resulting game card-copy-generalized Netrunner.
In the following proofs, we assume the reader is familiar with the Netrunner rules, though the concept of the reduction should be clear to all. For convenience, the text of the cards used in the reduction is provided in Appendix A and B.
Theorem 3.1. Deciding whether the Runner can win this turn in card-copy-generalized Netrunner is weakly NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce from 2-PARTITION [4] : Given a multiset A of positive integers, is there a partition A " A 1 Z A 2 such that |A 1 | " |A 2 | and the sum of the integers in A 1 is equal to the sum of the integers in A 2 ?
Consider an input instance A " ta 1 , . . . , a n u and let t " ř n i"1 a i {2 denote the target sum. We represent each a i by an Ice Wall with strength 3pa i´1 q`1, which costs 2a i to break with Aurora. The Runner solves the 2-PARTITION instance by rearranging the ice with Escher, then makes runs that verify the solution. The rest of the infrastructure exists to ensure the Runner cannot win this turn without solving the 2-PARTITION instance.
Corp board state ( Figure 1 ): The Corp's identity is Weyland Consortium: Building a Better World 3 . R&D is protected by |A|`3 Enigmas and one of the Ice Walls in the outermost position; the contents of R&D are irrelevant because we will show the Runner cannot access them. There is one card stored in HQ, Priority Requisition, and two Strongboxes installed in the root of HQ. HQ is protected by p|A|´2q{2 of the Ice Walls and an Archer in the outermost position. Archives does not contain any agendas (all cards are face up), but it does contain a copy of Fast Track that was played last turn. Archives is not protected by any ice. The Corp has two remote servers. One remote server has an installed Dedicated Response Team protected by |A|`3 Enigmas and one of the Ice Walls in the outermost position. The other remote server has an installed Priority Requisition (exposed last turn when the Runner played Infiltration) and K. P. Lynn, protected by the remaining p|A|´2q{2 Ice Walls and an Archer in the outermost position. All assets, upgrades and ice are rezzed.
Runner board state: The Runner's identity is Exile: Streethawk. The Runner's rig consists of Aurora, Grappling Hook, and Pheromones with 4t`c`2 virus counters and credits on it, where c is the total cost to break the Ice Walls initially protecting HQ with Aurora. The Runner has Escher in their grip and 2t`3 credits in their credit pool. The stack is empty. The contents of the heap are not relevant to play on this turn because neither player has any card abilities that interact with the heap, but the heap contains one copy of Infiltration that was played last turn. The Runner has a stolen Priority Requisition in their score area (worth 3 agenda points out of the 7 points required to win).
Line of play: To win this turn, the Runner must steal at least 4 points of agendas. The Runner does not know the top card of R&D, but the Runner cannot break the Enigmas protecting R&D anyway. There are |A|`3 Enigmas, but only |A|`2 non-Enigma pieces of ice that Enigmas could be exchanged with, so by the pigeonhole principle there will always be an Enigma protecting R&D even after the Runner plays Escher. All cards in Archives are faceup, so the Runner can see there are no agendas in Archives. Thus, to win this turn, the Runner must steal the 
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End the run. 3a n´2 a n To steal the Priority Requisition from the remote, the Runner must take a tag from K. P. Lynn. If the Runner doesn't immediately win by stealing the Priority Requisition, Dedicated Response Team will flatline them when the run ends because they are tagged. By the same pigeonhole argument that makes R&D inaccessible, the Runner cannot trash Dedicated Response Team, so the Runner must run the Priority Requisition remote after stealing the other Priority Requisition from HQ.
The Runner cannot break Archer's subroutines except once via Grappling Hook, so the Runner can only pass Archer once. Both agendas are in servers protected by an Archer, so the Runner must play Escher to move the Archers. The Runner cannot break Enigma, so the Runner must swap the Archers with the two Ice Walls on R&D and the other remote. The Runner cannot afford to pay the additional click cost imposed by the Strongboxes, because one click spent playing Escher, one click spent to make the run, and two extra clicks leaves the Runner with no clicks remaining to run the Priority Requisition remote. Thus the Runner must run HQ at least twice after Escher, once to trash the Strongboxes and again to steal the agenda, then run the Priority Requsition remote. The Runner has no clicks left over to click for credits.
The Runner spends 3 credits from their credit pool to play Escher, trashes Grappling Hook to pass Archer (allowing the Corp to gain two credits from Archer's first subroutine), then spends c credits from Pheromones to break the other ice on HQ. (Credits in the Runner's credit pool can be spent at any time, while credits on Pheromones can only be spent during runs on HQ, so it's to the Runner's advantage to spend credits from Pheromones when possible.) When the Escher run ends, the Runner has three clicks remaining, 2t credits in their credit pool and 4t`2 credits on Pheromones 4 . During rearrangement, the Runner must arrange the Ice Walls such that the ice on HQ and the Priority Requisition remote each costs 2t credits to break. If the Runner places more than 2t total cost to break on HQ, the Runner has too few credits on Pheromones to break all the subroutines on both runs and trash the Strongboxes. The Runner cannot make up the deficit from their credit pool because they must run HQ twice, leaving them with too few credits to successfully run the Priority Requisition remote. If the Runner places ice with total cost to break greater than 2t on the Priority Requisition remote, the Runner has too few credits in their credit pool to make a successful run. Thus the Runner is forced to put 2t total cost to break on each server with an agenda in it. This rearrangement of the ice represents a solution to the 2-PARTITION instance, and the Runner can win this turn if and only if such a solution exists. Proof. We again reduce from 2-PARTITION. Similarly to the Runner mate-in-1 proof, this proof centers around an ice rearrangement effect, this time from Mandatory Seed Replacement, a Jinteki agenda. Because agendas can only be used in-faction (in this case, with a Jinteki identity) and we are not generalizing influence, we cannot represent the a i with Ice Walls as in the previous proof. Instead, we represent each a i as a Wall of Static with a i´1 Sub Boost counters, which costs Aurora 2a i`2 credits to break (2 credits to boost Aurora's strength once, 2a i credits to break the subroutines). If the Corp places less than 2t`|A| cost to break on one of two remote servers, or tries to avoid simulating the 2-PARTITION instance, the Runner can steal an agenda and win; otherwise, the Corp can finish advancing its agendas and win on its second turn.
Corp board state: The Corp's identity is Nisei Division: The Next Generation. HQ contains a Medical Breakthrough. R&D contains two cards: a Medical Breakthrough (on top) and a Hedge Fund. Archives does not contain any agendas (all cards are faceup). R&D, HQ, and Archives are all unprotected. There are two remote servers. One remote contains a Mandatory Seed Replacement with three advancement tokens, protected by half (|A|{2) of the Walls of Static representing A. Nothing is installed in the other remote, which is protected by the other half of the Walls of Static. The Corp has 4 credits in their credit pool. The Corp has a Priority Requisition in their score area (worth 3 agenda points out of the 7 points required to win).
Runner board state: The Runner's identity is Exile: Streethawk. The Runner's rig consists of only Aurora. The Runner's stack and grip are empty. The contents of the heap are not relevant to play on this turn because the Runner has no card abilities that retrieve cards from their heap, but the heap contains one copy of The Shadow Net that was previously used to forfeit agendas. The Runner has 2t`|A|´4 credits in their credit pool. The Runner has a Priority Requisition and a Medical Breakthrough in their score area (worth 5 agenda points out of the 7 points required to win). The Corp's first turn must be to advance and score the Mandatory Seed Replacement (bringing the Corp to 5 agenda points), then install both Medical Breakthroughs in the remote server. If the Corp does not install both Medical Breakthroughs on its first turn, the Runner can win by stealing one from HQ (which is unprotected). If the Corp installs a Medical Breakthrough in a new remote server, the Runner can win by running the new server, as the Corp has no ice to protect it with 5 . If the Corp installs a Medical Breakthrough over the Mandatory Seed Replacement (trashing it), the Runner can win next turn by running Archives and stealing the Mandatory Seed Replacement. If the Corp draws the Hedge Fund (to make HQ accesses probabilistic or to play it), they will lose when they cannot take their mandatory draw at the beginning of their next turn (and there is no way to win this turn). Clicking for credits or playing the Hedge Fund are pointless as the Corp has nothing to spend the extra credits on.
If the Corp places less than 2t`|A| cost to break on either remote server when rearranging the ice, the Runner can win on their turn by spending three clicks to gain three credits (for a total of 2t`|A|´1 credits available), then stealing the Medical Breakthrough from that remote server. If the Corp places exactly 2t`|A| cost to break on both remote servers (i.e., solves the 2-PARTITION instance), the Runner does not have enough credits to successfully run either server. Then on the Corp's second turn, they spend all three clicks and all 3 credits remaining in their credit pool to advance one of the Medical Breakthroughs. The Medical Breakthrough in the Runner's score area lowers the advancement requirement of the installed Medical Breakthrough to 3, so the Corp can score it, reaching the 7 points needed to win. Thus the Corp can win within two turns if and only if the 2-PARTITION instance has a solution.
Discussion and Open Problems
Mandatory Seed Replacement will eventually rotate out of tournament play. It is open whether the proof can be adapted to use cards only from the "big box" sets (which will never rotate).
In the Runner proof, Pheromones serves as a source of credits that can be spent only on one server. Before the announcement of the Revised Core Set (without which Pheromones would have rotated), we developed an alternative proof based on Datasucker and Navi Mumbai City Grid. Datasucker virus counters can be used in lieu of spending credits to boost icebreaker strength, but not on servers with a rezzed Navi Mumbai City Grid. Our alternative proof used Corroder (removed from the Revised Core Set), so a virus counter directly offsets a credit that would have been spent to boost Corroder's strength; some care would be required to adapt for other icebreakers. We mention this alternative construction because it may be useful in other proofs, or in case Fantasy Flight Games changes their rotation policy again.
The Corp proof is about mate-in-2, so it is natural to ask if mate-in-1 remains hard. One proof strategy is to combine Mandatory Seed Replacement with An Offer You Can't Refuse. If the Corp plays An Offer You Can't Refuse while already at 6 agenda points, the Runner is forced to run. If the Corp solves the 2-PARTITION instance when rearranging the ice, the Runner does not have enough credits to break all the ice and will be flatlined by a subroutine; otherwise, the Runner has enough credits to survive. Unfortunately, the Corp chooses the server for An Offer You Can't Refuse, so they can ensure a win by placing the ice costing the most to break on that server. Ice with the deflector subtype can redirect the Runner to another server, giving the Runner a choice of servers, but we do not know how to force the Corp to place the deflector ice in the outermost position when rearranging.
While it seems likely that the problems we consider are contained in NP, it is not obvious how to prove there is no combination of card effects allowing more than a polynomial number of actions within a turn. One strategy for such a proof is to state a potential function whose parameters are the resources available to the players (clicks, credits in the credit pools, credits and counters on cards, cards remaining in the stack/R&D, ...) and show every action decreases it, but this would require a case analysis of all cards in the game to ensure there are no opportunities for resource arbitrage. 
